PRIZES
AND
MEDIA ENGAGEMENTS

Prize Money
Grand Award Winner $12,000
Grand Award first runner-up $8,000
Grand Award second runner-up $6,000
Australia - New Zealand WAI Trailblazer $4,000

TOTAL
$30,000

Boab AI
Boab AI is a scaleup investment program based in Melbourne, investing in
Victorian and international AI companies ready to expand globally.
Our mission is to connect an ecosystem of entrepreneurs, government
organisations, universities/research institutes, corporations/industry groups and
investors working to grow AI opportunities in Victoria and around the world.

PRIZE

A 4-week mentoring program with Australia’s
most active AI investor for the winner,
the runners up and the WAI Trailblazer

Australian Computer Society
ACS actively promotes public policy and direct action to increase female
participation in the technology workforce. The ACS Digital Pulse 2021
quantified the economic benefits of increasing female participation in ICT.
The many ACS school outreach programs encourage all students to embrace
technology skills and careers. The ACS National Diversity and Inclusion Council
(NDIC) has new corporate guidelines for workplace diversity and inclusion,
and ACS is adopting these within their own organisation as a pilot program.

The winner will be offered a speaking opportunity at
both an ACS national event and an ACS state event
PRIZE
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The top four winners will receive membership
to ACS and its valuable network

Stone & Chalk/AustCyber
Together, the merged organisation of AustCyber and Stone & Chalk exists
to identify, nurture, connect and propel those who are seeking to solve the
world’s most pressing business and social challenges. In this sense our founders,
partners, investors and mentors - are shaping the future, together.
We are committed to catalysing commercial success for startups and helping
scale-ups export through our curated communities and flagship programs.

1-hour pitch training session to the winner
of the AI in Cyber Security Award

PRIZE

BlueChilli
BlueChilli is a venture studio and innovation group, empowering people
anywhere to solve society’s biggest challenges with technology.
We help impactful startups scale globally and deliver innovation programs
to some of APAC’s leading corporations and global brands. Our accelerator
programs include SheStarts and the Future Minds Accelerator.

3 mentoring sessions for the winner,
the runners up and the WAI Trailblazer

PRIZE

AiLab
AiLab (Artificial Intelligence Laboratory) is a global company that helps everyone
navigate and learn about the exciting field of AI. Headquartered in Australia
with a recent expansion into New Zealand, AiLab has helped thousands of
people within industry, government, community, and academia in their AI
journey via Artificial Intelligence education programs and workshops, research,
strategy, and events.

PRIZE
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Special guest interview and profile to be featured
on the AiLab website and across AiLab’s global
network, is offered to the overall winner,
the winner of the AI in Innovation Award and
the winner of the AI in Education Award

Gradient Institute
Gradient Institute is an independent, nonprofit research institute that works
to build ethics, accountability and transparency into AI systems: developing
new algorithms, training organisations operating AI systems and providing
technical guidance for AI policy development.
With AI systems for automated decision-making proliferating rapidly, and
increasingly being used to make or influence decisions in all areas of
human endeavour - including education, health, finance, media, employment
and retail - it is now important to explore how to ensure such systems do
not perpetuate systemic inequality or lead to significant harm to individuals,
communities or society.s up

PRIZE

A 1-hour briefing session with
Dr Catriona Wallace on how to build Ethical AI practices
into an AI company and its clients for
the winner, the runners up and the WAI Trailblazer

Women in STEMM Australia
Women in STEMM Australia is a non-profit organisation founded in 2014 which
has grown into a nationally and internationally recognised association for women
in science, technology, engineering, mathematics and medicine (STEMM).
Our core purpose is to advocate for gender equity and equality in Australia’s
STEMM sectors, and support initiatives that drive change in the workplace
and learning space, engage on gender equity in STEMM, whilst upholding
core values such as respect and scientific excellence. Our role is to ensure
women in STEMM with the capacity and capability to contribute to the innovation
agenda are equally included, recognized and rewarded for their experience
and expertise. Our activities welcome and aim to benefit all women in STEMM
regardless of their discipline and profession.

Special guest interview and profile feature
A 2-hour group session with co-founder
Dr Marguerite Evans-Galea AM on engaging via
social media and building a public profile
PRIZE

Meet the Board Directors and
connect with influential #womeninSTEMM
*Offered to the winner, the two runners up and the WAI Trailblazer
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Data Science and AI Association (DSAI)
DSAI is a non-profit association determined to connect the data scientist
and machine learning community of Australia.

PRIZE

3 x 3-hour mentoring sessions for the winner, each of
the runners up and the WAI Trailblazer

Capgemini
Capgemini has achieved a position on the ‘A List’ published by global
environmental non-profit CDP for its leadership in corporate sustainability,
and in particular its actions to cut emissions, mitigate climate risks and
develop the low-carbon economy.
One of 200 high-performing companies out of nearly 12,000 that were scored,
Capgemini is commended as a leader in corporate environmental ambition,
action and transparency worldwide, through its significant demonstrable
action on climate.

PRIZE

As the Lead Partner of the AI in Climate Award,
Capgemini is offering the winner of this category
a dedicated mentorship by Capgemini experts
of Sustainable Data & AI

STEM MATTERS. + THE BRILLIANT
The team at STEM Matters are experts at creating and implementing compelling
content and engagement strategies. Science isn’t finished until it is communicated!
Let us tell your story to build audience, influence and funding.
STEM Matters also publishes The Brilliant an online publication that showcases
global leaders in science communication.

PRIZE
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A 45-mins consultation with Kylie Ahern to design
your personal publishing strategy is offered
to the winners of each category

Media Engagements

STEM MATTERS. + THE BRILLIANT
The team at STEM Matters are experts at creating and implementing compelling
content and engagement strategies. Science isn’t finished until it is communicated!
Let us tell your story to build audience, influence and funding.
STEM Matters also publishes The Brilliant an online publication that showcases
global leaders in science communication.

An article and interview with Kylie Ahern for the overall winner,
the two runners up and the WAI Trailblazer to be featured
in the “Celebrating Science” social media campaign

Digital Nation
Breaking technology news, analysis and opinion, tailored for Australian
C-Suite executives, transformation leaders, and company directors. Andrew
Birmingham is the Group Managing Editor.

Digital Nation will publish a cover story and
mini documentary with the individual winners’ interviews
highlighting the work of the top 4 winners
Each winner will be interviewed separately
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Thousand Eyes On Me
Thousand Eyes On Me is a personal branding and talent development platform
for women and gender minorities who want to unleash their full potential,
gain confidence, and become strong influential leaders.
Our mission is to equip female and minority role models to climb the career
ladder in all industries, encourage the young generation to go after their
dreams, and enable powerful leaders.

An interview with Moojan Asghari, co-founder of Women in AI
and Founder and CEO of Thousand Eyes On Me to feature
on the global podcast platform - Thousand Voices,
is offered to every winner of the WAI Awards 2022 ANZ

Exaptec
Exaptec is a part of Australia’s vibrant and unique robotics community.
They are committed to helping commercialise the many advances in robotics
and help bridge the divide between developers and the wider community.

An interview on “Let’s talk robotics” podcast with Nicci Rossouw
with the top 4 Award winners and a series of combined interviews
with the Category Award winners
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